This paper presents several important enhancements to the recently published multilevel placement package mPL 1121. The improvements include (i) unconstrained quadratic relaxation on small, noncontiguous subproblems at every level of the hierarchy; (ii) improved interpolation (declustering) based on techniques from algebraic multigrid (AMG), and (iii) iterated V-cycles with additional geometric information for aggregation in subsequent V-cycles. The enhanced version of mPL, named mPL2, improves the total wirelength result by ahout 12% compared to the original version. The attractive scalability properties of the mPL run time have been largely retained, and the overall run time remains very competitive. Compared to GORDLAN-L-DOMINO 1251 on uniformcell-size IBM/ISPDYE benchmarks, a speed-up of well over 8 x on large circuits (2 100,000 cells or nets) is obtained along with an average improvement in total wirelength of about 2%. Compared to Dragon 132) on the same benchmarks, a speed-up of about 5 x is obtained at the cost of ahout 4% increased wirelength. On the recently published PEKO synthetic benchmarks, mPL2 generates surprisingly high-quality placements -roughly 60% closer to the optimal than those produced by Capo 8.5 and Dragon -in run time about twice as long as Capo's and about 1110th of Dragon's.
INTRODUCTION
Placement is a very important problem in VLSICAD, as it implicitly defines the interconnect, which has become the bobtleneck in deep submicron designs. With problem instances approaching 10 million cells and nets, the complexity and difficulty of placement has also increased, making fast and scalable algorithms particularly important.
Traditionally, placement is separated into global and detailed phases. In global placement, an approximately uniform distribution of cells is sought. In detailed placement, nonoverlap constraints are strictly enforced. . Both phasa typically incorporate wirelength, timing, and routability into their objectives or constraints. Detailed placement is typically constructive: cells are explicitly arranged one by one in an overlapfree fashion.
The focus in mPL' is on global placement. The dominant paradigms for global placement algorithms include (i) recursive bisection or quadrisection, (ii) simulated annealing, (iii) analytical techniques based on linear and quadratic programming, and (iv) forcedirected methods. Currently, most leading methods combine two or more of these approaches in a topdown framework [lo, mPL is based on multilevel optimization (Figure 1 ): recursive aggregation followed by interleaved optimization and disaggregation at every level 1171. Section 1.1 explains why this more general terminology is preferred t o the simpler and more familiar "clustering" etc. mPL is designed for both scalability and correct handling of complex constraints, but the emphasis to date is wirelength minimization subject to nonoverlap constraints. Future versions will consider timing and routability.
The Multilevel Paradigm
The underlying ideas of multilevel methods originated in the development of algorithms for scalar elliptic partial differential equations (PDE) naturally discretized in space by regular grids 18, 3, 4, 271. Since their inception, the methods have been successfully applied to many diverse problems in scientific computation, both discrete and continuous, including some in VLSICAD 1171.
'Throughout this paper, the name "mPL" refers collectively to both mPLl and mPL2.
In contrast to traditional top-down hierarchical approaches, multilevel algorithms construct their hierarchies from the bottom up by recursive aggregation 15, 61. Aggregation (a.k.a. weighted aggregation) may be viewed as a general kind of clustering in which each finer-level element is associated by convex combination with several coarser-level elements rather than with just one. Disaggregation is called interpolation, as it transfers an approximate solution from a coarser domain to a finer one. In the symmetric positivedefinite linear-system model problem Ax = b, aggregation (R E R"'" with m n / 2 ) and interpolation (RT) are formulated as linear operators, each the transpose of the other, so that the coarselevel equations can be written R A R T i = Rb, where 2 is the coarselevel solution, and x = RT2. In the case of linear systems of equations arising from discretized scalar elliptic PDEs, the benefits of weighted aggregation compared to simple clustering are mathematically well understood 1301. Clustering corresponds to piecewiseconstant interpolation, weighted aggregation corresponds to piecewise-linear interpolation, and the latter produces superior error reduction and convergence rates independent of grid size. A key obstacle to the use of weighted aggregation in circuit placement, still unaddressed, is the problem of defining hyperedges for the aggregates without the average hyperedge degree or the relative number of hyperedges exploding at coarser levels.
Intralevel optimization is called relaxation. In a continuous setting, relaxation has the key property that it smooths the error, quickly eliminating high-frequency error components and leaving only slowly varying low-frequency components best reduced at coarser scales. lkditionally, relaxation is inexpensive and localized; the most common form for an n x n linear system E, a y x j = b, is simply the GaussSeidel iteration z!lr+ll = bi -E j + a i j z i k l for i = I , . . . , n.
In the specialized linear-system case, limited application of localized relaxation at e x h level of an aggregation-based hierarchy leads to accurate solutions in optimal-order run time. The principles governing the convergence in this case are well understood. In the nonlinear, discrete setting, more diverse forms of relaxation exist and may he tailored to the problem at hand; however, the goal is still to produce local improvement appropriate to the given scale. Global improvement comes from the combination of improvements across the entire collection of levels.
Recent success in multilevel hypergraph partitioning (24, 23, 9, 1 1 has drawn attention to the multilevel framework as a vehicle for placement. Recently published multilevel placement algorithms ultra-fast VPR 1281 and mPL 112, 111 have demonstrated potential for dramatic improvement in speed 'and scalability. The focus of our current research is the use of multilevel optimization techniques to improve overall solution quality as well. Our work is built on the framework of mPL1, reviewed in the next subsection.
We use the following notation and terminology. Let H = (V, E ) denote the weighted hypergraph-netlist representation of the given circuit. Elements of V are rectangles of fixed height and width called cells or modules or vertices.
Elements of E are subsets of V called nets or hyperedges.
To each e E E may be associated a weight w ( e ) 2 0 chosen to reflect the importance of net e with respect to timing canstraints or other criteria. Let N = (VI, the number of modules in the circuit. The wirelength of net e is estimated to be the half-perimeter of the smallest rectangle circumscribing its cells, its "bounding box." The total wirelength is the sum of these estimates over all nets e E E.
Intermediate Level 
. , H L } ,
with L 5 log,(N), and HL = (VL, E L ) the coarsest, and therefore the smallest, approximation to H . In our imple mentations, we select L so that IVL~ c 500. As the representation at every level resembles the finest level in its structure, clusters are often also referred to simply as cells.
Review of mPLl
Aggregation in mPLl 112, 111 is performed by edgeseparability clustering [16] . At the coarsest level(s) only, a customized interior-point method is applied to a nonlinear programming formulation initialized by quadratic minimization with a single center-of-mass constraint, cell area interpreted as mass. The purpose is to obtain a solution of the highest possible quality at this level with only an approximately uniform area distribution. Interpolation or disaggregation from a coarser level to an adjacent finer level proceeds as follows: (i) the child clusters of a common parent are placed concentrically at that parent cluster's center; (ii) clusters are recursively partitioned in cutsizeminimizing fashion into blocks numbering 500 cells or fewer; (iii) a uniform slot grid is defined on each block, and displacement-minimizing linear assignment of cells to slots is performed under a typically invalid assumption of uniform cell sizes. Following interpolation, sweeps of randomized discrete cell exchanges are performed greedily on subsets whose union covers the entire circuit 120, 121. The first version of mPL requires a detailed placement engine such as DOMINO 1181 be run separately after global placement.
Improvements in mPL2
The following enhancements to mPLl have been implemented in niPL2.
(i) First-Choice Clustering (FC) is used to aggregate cells and clusters 122, 23, 131 by a variety of affinity metrics (Section 2).
(ii) Unconstrained quadratic minimization is combined with bin-based area balancing on sequences of small subsets of clusters for scalable, continuous relaxation at every level (Section 3).
(iii) TVcight,ed-average disaggregation is used instead of strict, concentric disaggregation to initially interpolate a coarse. level solutioii to its adjacent finer level (Section 4).
(iv) Multiple iterations over the multilevel hierarchy-iteratively improve the multilevel solution (Section 5).
Overall, these enhancements improve the total wirelength obtained by mPLl by about 12% at the cost of about 2 . 6~ increase in run time. This factor, though perhaps larger than desired, does not appear to increase with circuit sizes, and the mPL2 run time remains very competitive, when compared with other well-known placers such as Gordian-L 1251, Capo [lo] , and Dragon 1321.
FIRST-CHOICE AGGREGATION
In this scheme, each vertex (cell) is paired with a neighboring vertex with which it shares the strongest "affinity," regardless of whether that adjacent vertex has already been paired with some other vertex (22, 23, 131. Connected components defined by this association are used as clusters. In mPL2, the affinity rij between vertices i and j has the initial form where H = (V, E ) is the underlying weighted hypergraph representation; w(e) is the weight associated to hyperedge e, area(e) denotes the sum of the areas of the cells (vertices) in e, and le1 denotes the number of vertices in hyperedge e. The purpose of weighted area in the denominator is to give higher affinity to smaller cells joined by smaller nets.
By encouraging the merging of smaller cells, we encourage a more even distribution of cluster areas.' However, there is still substantial area variation, and this variation tends to increase with each level of aggregation, so that even for initially uniform cell areas, cluster a r e s at the coarsest level may vary by factors of 1000 or more.
In V-cycles subsequent to the first, affinity r;, is divided by the distance between vi and u j in order to preserve some placement information from previous cycles (Section 5 ) . Clusters are placed at the weighted average of the components' positions. For the purpose of defining the coarse-level hyperedges, however, the mPL2 aggregation is still viewed as a simple clustering.
21'his use of area distinguishes the mPL affinity from the mPG affinity 1131.
QUADRATIC RELAXATION ON NONCONTIGUOUS SUBSETS (QRS)
At each level of the interpolation phase, sweeps of unconstrained quadratic relaxations on small, noncontiguous mov- , (z(v),y(v) ) the center of cell w, and let By weighted quadratic-star wirelength, we mean where the fixed-constant displacement weights l / J d k ' ( w ) -sik'\ and l/ly(k)(v) -y!kl) are used at each iteration after the first, a s in Gordian-L 1291, in order to help the objective gradually approximate a linear-star wirelength as closely as possible in a smooth way. In the very first iteration, the weights are not used, and the objective is simply quadratic star wirelength. Currently we employ just five such iterations for each movable subset.
The movable subsets are obtained as segments of length 3 along a DFS vertex traversal of the netlist. The traversal begins with a vertex U such that the sum of the wirelengths of the nets containing v is maximal. Although larger movable subsets inay produce lower wirelengths at the given level, they do not appear to be cost-effective within the multilevel framework.
Because there are typically many fixed cells in E M , the movable cells tend to remain separated and not move unreasonably far. However, some increase in overlap may be incurred, as there is currently no area-congestion modeling included in the subproblem objective. Following Mongrel 1211, the movable cells are, therefore, not all moved to their relaxed locations right away. Instead, they are moved one at a time, and after each such move, the bin-based area density constraint(s) for the destination bin(s) are examined (a cell may be too large t o fit in a single destination bin). If any such bin-density constraint is violated, its bin's area is reduced by cell-by-cell "ripple-move" propagation along monotone paths from overfull bins ta underfull bins until feasibility is restored (Figure 2) .
Currently, quadratic relaxation in mPL2 amounts simply to three cell displacements, each possibly followed by ripplemove corrections to area-congestion. Following each such subset relaxation, the net wirelength change is checked.
If the relaxation increases the wirelength, its steps are reversed, and relaxation on the next movable subset in the DFS sequence of subsets proceeds. This monotone-nonincreasing-wirelength strategy was observed to produce b dter results in our multilevel implementation than the alternative FM-like hill-climbing strategy used in Mongrel (211. In that approach, all relaxations are initially accepted, but at the end of the entire sweep, the configuration following the one that produced the least wirelength is restored. The impact of QRS + ripplemove overlap removal on mPL2's performance is illustrated in Table 1 
AMG-BASED INTERPOLATION
Although mPL2 still uses simple clustering rather than weighted aggregation to build its multilevel hierarchies, it does use weighted disaggregation (a.k.a. weighted interpolation) rather than simple declustering to take them apart (Figure 3) . In declustering, the center of each child cluster is placed at the center of its parent. In mPL2, some components of most clusters are placed at the weighted averages of the positions of all clusters with which they share sufficient connectivity (Figure 3 ). In this way, possible damage caused by premature associations made during clustering is reduced. Further motivation for weighted interpolation comes from well established results for continuous problems, The net impact of AMG-based disaggregation on mPL's performance is illustrated in Table 2 . Overall, wirelength is reduced by about 3% at the very modest cost of about a 20% increase in run time, this increase decreasing with problem size.
MULTILEVEL FLOW
The final important enhancement to mPL2 is improved iteration flow. After the first V-cycle, an additional V-cycle is used to improve the result; the results are shown in Table 3. During the reaggregation phase, spatial proximity is 
1.64%
2.27% 7.43% Table 3 : I m p a c t of second vcycle.
used in the FC affinity along with netlist connectivity. Thus, clusters are placed at the weighted average of their components' positions, the weights identical to those used in the interpolation ( 1 ) . Relaxation on this modified hierarchy is then used to further reduce the wirelength. Experiments so far conducted suggest that, in the current implementation, a seoond V-cycle is more cost-effective than the mare elahorate "F-cycle" (known as full multigrid, or FMG), in which every level of relaxation during the interpolation phase is followed by a complete reaggregation to t.he coarsest level ( Figure 4) . However, we continue to seek alternative and more diverse forms of relaxation for which the F-cycle may yet prove more effective. We also tried a compromise strategy of limited "backtracking" reaggregation but did not find it effective.
OTHER DIFFERENCES
and mPL2.
There are a few other niinor differences between mPLl 1. mPLl uses Domino [IS] for detailed placement. For comparisons on benchmarks in Bookshelf format, a very simple detailed placement algorithm based on randomized local cell swaps is used in mPL2 instead of Do m i n o.
.
Prior to Goto relaxation, mPLl assumes all cells are the same size in order to partition them into blocks and then assign them to nearby slots. To lessen the impact of the uniform-cell-size assumption, mPL2 chops larger cells into uniformly sized pieces and allows the pieces to be assigned separately. A weighted, artificial net connecting the pieces is used to keep them from drifting too far apart.
Neither of these modifications was observed to have more than 1-2% total impact on either wirelength or run time.
RESULTS
The performance of mPL2 was compared to that of a few leading academic placement tools-on two different sets of benchmarks: These circuits are constructed to match the net-degree distribution of the IBM/ISPD98 suite, but the cells are placed in a way that guarantees each individual net has minimal wirelength. Table 4 compares the performance of mPL2 to that of Capo 1101 and Dragon 1321 on the IBM/ISPD98 heichmarks 121 with all cells of uniform size. On the IBM/ISPD98 benchmarks, mPLZ's overall performance is roughly in between those of Capo 8.5 and Dragon. Capo 8.5 demonstrates superior speed, but at some cost in solution quality. Dragon generates placements of superior quality, but at some cost in speed and scalability.. mPL2 obtains quality roughly comparable to Dragon's (about 4% longer wirelength) in about 1/5 the run time, with relatively less run time on larger designs.
Similarly, the mPL2 run time is.about twice as long as the Capo 8.5 run time, but mPL2 obtains superior solutions, about 9% less wirelength than Capo 8.5 on average.
Figures 5, 6, and 7 compare the performance of mPL2
to that of mPL1, Capo, and Dragon on the PEKO benchmarks. Because Dragon's run time on these benchmarks is very long, its graph is displayed separately from the others in order that they remain visually distinguishable. The graphs show that, on PEKO, mPL2's total wirelength is roughly 60% closer to the optimal than that produced by Capo 8.5
or Dragon, and mPL2's run time is about twice as long as
Capo's and about l/lOth of Dragon's.
We attribute mPLZ's superior performance on the PEKO benchmarks to two factors.
1. The initial cluster hierarchy formed by aggregating cells and clusters according to their hypergraph connectivity. Because all connections in the PEKO benchmarks are local, FC clustering (Section 2) is particularly effective here at identifying good groupings. Although Dragon and Capo both re!y on multilevel partitioning to form their hierarchies, they do not make detailed use of the aggregation hierarchy from the multilevel partitioning in their topdown optimization phases. 2. The use of a quadratic wirelength model in the nonlinearprogramming engine at the coarsest level. On the IBMIISPD98 benchmarks, the effect of skipping npn- Currently, mPL2 performs significantly worse on circuits with large variations in cell sizes than on circuits with nearly uniform cell sizes. In order to simplify the transition from continuous refinement to nearly overlap-free discrete refinement, variations in cell sizes are only crudely approximated. During slot assignment and ripple-move area-congestion relief, mPL2 divides larger clusters into collections of interconnected smaller ones (Section 6 ) and then assumes all clusters have the same size. Moreover, all pin locations are placed at cell centers during both global and detailed placement; the cost of this simplification is also much higher in the nonuniform case. We expect further work to bring mPL's performance in the general non-uniform cell-size caSe in line with its performance in the uniform cell-size case.
Leading contemporary algorithms for hypergraph coazsening tend to produce very dense hypergraphs at coarser levels, because (i) the average number of nodes in a hyperedge and (ii) the ratio of the number of hyperedges to the number of nodes both tend to increase during coarsening. These higher interconnect densities may degrade the performance of the standard optimizations so severely as to render them ineffective at coarser levels. We expect that further work on hypergraph coarsening will lead to improved algorithms for circuit placement.
CONCLUSIONS
We believe that multilevel optimization is one of the most promising techniques for large-scale circuit placement. In principle, any of the standard techiques for circuit placement might well be integrated into a multilevel approach, but, in practice, considerable effort is required to adapt them in a way that avoids premature optimization and supports the multilevel flow. The work described here shows how QRS- interpolation and mnltiple V-cycle iterations, can be used to improve the solution produced by a multilevel placer.
